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Early Childhood Language Program 
 

Message from the Department of Education and Training  

Welcome to the Early Childhood Language Program.  

This is the first state-funded language program ever to be rolled out in preschools in Australia, 
giving around 8,000 children the opportunity to learn in another language each year. We are very 
proud to be supporting kindergartens to deliver such a ground-breaking program. 

Every language program at every kindergarten looks different, but one thing remains the same: the 
overwhelmingly positive feedback that is received from kindergartens, parents, children and 
communities.  

The Early Childhood Language Program started as a very small trial in three kindergartens in 
2018. Due to the success of the initial trial, language programs were rolled out to a further 160 
kindergartens across Victoria in 2019. Today, we have over 200 kindergartens who employ around 
150 language teachers to deliver a language program.  

Thank you to all the kindergartens, educators, teachers, academics, researchers, and support 
organisations that have made the delivery of this program possible.  

If you have any questions, please contact the Early Childhood Language Program Team at  
ec.languages@education.vic.gov.au.   

 

Purpose of this guide 

The Early Childhood Language Program: Support and implementation guide replaces the 2019 
Getting Started Guide and is designed to support kindergartens deliver the Early Childhood 
Language Program. Kindergartens that are not officially part of this program but want to deliver 
their own language program may also find this guide useful.   

Everyone who is involved in delivering the Early Childhood Language Program is strongly 
encouraged to read this guide as it contains important information about how the language 
program must be delivered.  

Please note that from here on, the Early Childhood Language Program will be referred to as the 
ECLP. 

 

Program overview 

The Victorian Government has allocated $26.2 million over six years (2018-2023) for the ECLP. 
For a list of kindergartens currently delivering the program, and to see what the ECLP looks like in 
action, visit: www.vic.gov.au/early-childhood-language-program. 

The ECLP consists of three program streams:  

• The Learn Languages stream involves children learning in another language for three hours a 
week.  

• The Bilingual Kindergarten stream involves children learning in another language for 12 
hours a week.  

• The In-Ratio stream is similar to the Learn Languages stream but involves kindergartens using 
an existing educator or teacher to also take on the role of the language teacher.  

mailto:ec.languages@education.vic.gov.au
file:///C:/Users/10275134/Desktop/vic.gov.au/early-childhood-language-program
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The ECLP should only be delivered to the children in a state-funded four-year-old kindergarten 
program, however, where a kindergarten uses mixed-age groups, the program can be delivered to 
three-year-old children also.  

Education experts have found that there are many lifelong benefits to learning another language at 
a young age, including: 

• giving children a head-start with their pre-reading and pre-writing learning 

• promoting cognitive flexibility 

• improving problem-solving skills 

• fostering deeper connections with different cultures and languages. 

Learning in another language gives children a richer understanding of how languages work. If a 
child already speaks the language being delivered, seeing their language spoken by their 
educators and peers can invoke feelings of pride and strengthen their self-esteem and cultural 
identity.  

By encouraging diverse language skills in our kindergartens, we are building stronger local 
communities and preparing children for a more globalised and connected world. 
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Implementing the Early Childhood 
Language Program 
 

 

Roles and responsibilities 
 
It takes many people to deliver the ECLP, with each person performing a different role and taking 
on a different responsibility. Some of the roles and responsibilities of everyone involved in 
supporting, implementing, and delivering the ECLP are outlined below. 

 

The Department of Education and Training 

The Department has the following roles and responsibilities: 

• Coordinating the induction and onboarding of new Approved Providers and kindergartens that 
join the ECLP. 

• Providing Approved Providers with annual program funding and additional funding allowances. 

• Providing operation guidance and advice that impacts how kindergartens deliver the ECLP.  

• Providing fully funded professional learning for language teachers, early childhood teachers and 
educators delivering and/or supporting the ECLP.  

• Arranging for new language teachers to undertake a Language Proficiency Assessment.  

• Undertaking an evaluation of the ECLP. 

• Managing the end of financial year acquittal process. 

 

Approved Providers 

Approved Providers have the following roles and responsibilities: 

• Using funding to deliver the program in accordance with the requirements as set out in their 
ECLP Funding Agreement and this guide.  

• Advising the Department of any changes to the delivery of the ECLP that may affect funding 
expenditure. 

• Ensuring the ECLP is delivered in alignment with the Victorian Early Years Learning and 
Development Framework (VEYLDF). 

• Ensuring language sessions are delivered weekly during the service’s usual kindergarten 
program hours. 

• Supporting language teachers, early childhood teachers and educators delivering and/or 
supporting the ECLP to attend and participate in the professional learning, networking and 
mentoring opportunities offered by the Department. 

• Managing the delivery of the ECLP across multiple kindergartens (where applicable). 

• Support the service director/nominated supervisor and language teacher to use all of the annual 
program funding provided by the Department 

• Advertising, recruiting, employing and managing a language teacher to deliver the ECLP, and 
ensuring employment offers made to language teachers are made subject to the language 
teacher passing the Language Proficiency Assessment. 
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• Ensuring all language teachers employed hold a suitable early childhood qualification or 
teaching degree, and have native or near native proficiency in a language other than English. 

• Participating in research and evaluation of the ECLP. 

• Completing the end of financial year acquittal.   

 

Service Directors and/or Nominated Supervisors 

Service directors and/or nominated supervisors have the following roles and responsibilities: 

• Ensuring that the language teacher, early childhood teachers and other educators involved in 
delivering the ECLP have sufficient and regular time to co-plan. 

• Booking interpreter support for co-planning time if they employ a deaf Auslan language teacher.  

• Developing ways to include the language teacher (who may only visit once a week) into the 
kindergarten staffing profile. For example, by including them in regular staff emails or team 
meetings.    

• Managing how their language teacher contributes to the National Quality Framework’s educator 
to child ratio requirements.  

• Planning what days and times the ECLP is delivered.  

• Supporting the professional development of their language teacher and other staff by managing 
staff leave and backfill so they can access the professional learning offered by the Department. 

• Communicating the ECLP to parents and carers and involving them in the ECLP where 
possible. 

• Working with the language teacher to develop ideas to use the program funding in full each 
year.  

 

Language Teachers 

Language teachers have the following roles and responsibilities: 

• Delivering the ECLP in line with the VEYLDF.  

• Developing and sourcing age-appropriate language resources, games, experiences, and play-
based activities.  

• Embedding the ECLP across the entire kindergarten program.  

• Undertaking the Language Proficiency Assessment arranged by the Department at the 
beginning of their employment to demonstrate appropriate language skills. 

• Regularly co-planning with the early childhood teacher, Educational Leader and other educators 
involved in delivering the ECLP. 

• Engaging with relevant professional learning offered by the Department.  

 

Other Educators 

Other educators and early childhood teachers have the following roles and responsibilities: 

• Developing ways they can support the delivery of the ECLP including when the language 
teacher is not present. 

• Preparing for the language teacher’s visit by supporting linkages between children’s emerging 
interests and the ECLP. For example, educators might document children’s conversations and 
questions after finding a caterpillar in the garden and share this learning experience with the 
language teacher. This helps the language teacher build on children’s interests and incorporate 
language learning opportunities. 
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Establishing the Early Childhood Language Program in a 
kindergarten 
 

Recruiting a language teacher 

When a kindergarten joins the ECLP, their first task is to recruit a language teacher. Below are 
some resources and tips to support the recruitment process. 

• Kindergartens should use their annual program funding to pay for advertisement or recruitment 
costs. 

• Consider advertising for more than one language, for example, the advertisement could say that 
you are looking for a language teacher proficient in Japanese, Chinese or French, and also list 
that your kindergarten is open to considering other languages.   

• Use a wide-range of online channels to advertise such as the Early Childhood Jobs Talent 
Community (ecjobs.educationapp.vic.gov.au), Seek, Career One, the Job Board - Early 
Learning Association Australia (elaa.org.au) and the Early Childhood Teachers & Educators 
Victoria | Facebook (note that this is private group)  

• Contact your local primary school(s) to see if their language teacher would be available, use a 
local community notice board, or reach out through your own networks. 

• If possible, use an existing staff member who already speaks a language other than English. 

Contact the ECLP team at the Department if you would like a copy of a template position 
description and interview questions to support your recruitment processes, at 
ec.languages@education.vic.gov.au.  

Additionally, the Department can support your recruitment process by alerting existing language 
teachers in the ECLP that you are looking for a language teacher. They may be looking for 
additional work or know of someone who wants to become a language teacher.  

Once you recruit a language teacher, the Approved Provider needs to establish which enterprise 
agreement or award they are employed under. The Approved Provider will also be responsible for 
determining the salary of the language teacher. As the Department is not the employer of the 
language teacher, we cannot provide industrial relations or employment advice. If you require this 
advice, please talk with your union or early childhood peak body if you are represented by one.  

Please note that when a kindergarten first joins the ECLP, they have 3 months to recruit a 
language teacher, with the option to negotiate with the Department for up to an additional 3 
months. If they are unable to recruit a new language teacher within this time, they may be 
withdrawn from the ECLP. Likewise, if a language teacher leaves employment of a kindergarten, 
the Approved Provider will need to recruit a new language teacher within a 3 month period, with 
the option to negotiate with the Department for up to an additional 3 months otherwise they may be 
withdrawn from the ECLP.   

 

Language teacher requirements 

Kindergartens that deliver the Learn Languages or In-Ratio stream must employ a language 
teacher with native, or near native proficiency in a language other than English and holds one of 
the following:  

• a university-level early childhood teaching degree  

• a Diploma in Early Childhood Education and Care qualification 

• a university-level primary school teaching degree.  

These degrees and qualifications must be recognised under the National Quality Framework.  

https://ecjobs.educationapps.vic.gov.au/
https://ecjobs.educationapps.vic.gov.au/
https://elaa.org.au/job-board/
https://elaa.org.au/job-board/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/6268143718/?ref=share
https://www.facebook.com/groups/6268143718/?ref=share
mailto:ec.languages@education.vic.gov.au
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Kindergartens that deliver the Bilingual Kindergarten stream must employ a language teacher with 
native, or near native proficiency in a language other than English and holds a university-level 
teaching degree.  

Only in a limited number of circumstances will the Department approve a language teacher to hold 
a Certificate III in Early Childhood Education and Care, or no early childhood qualification. 

Language teachers will be required to undergo a Language Proficiency Assessment that will be 
arranged and administered by a suitably qualified organisation on behalf of the Department during 
the first term they are employed.  

 

Aboriginal language programs 

For kindergartens that want to deliver an Aboriginal language program, the Department has 
contracted the Victorian Aboriginal Education Association Inc to support kindergartens to 
undertake community consultation and navigate the Traditional Owner approval process. 

Kindergartens must deliver the Aboriginal language for the Country that they are located on. All 
Aboriginal language programs in kindergartens must receive approval from an Aboriginal Elder or 
a Traditional Owner group from the Country they are located on. 

While a kindergarten undergoes the process of seeking Traditional Owner approval, they should 
use a portion of their program funding to deliver cultural experiences (such as bushwalks, 
storytelling or art), purchase Aboriginal play-based resources, build cultural knowledge across their 
staff and embed culturally safe and inclusive practices in their kindergarten program. If they 
haven’t already, they should also use this time to start making connections with their Aboriginal 
community and community groups. The Victorian Aboriginal Education Association Inc can provide 
kindergartens with guidance and support about how to undertake these activities.  

Please note that Aboriginal language teachers are not required to meet the language teacher 
qualification requirements.   

 

Auslan language programs  

The Department has contracted Expression Australia to provide an interpreting service to support 
Auslan language teachers who are Deaf or hearing-impaired in co-planning with kindergarten 
teachers. Kindergartens that recruit a Deaf or hard of hearing language teacher to deliver an 
Auslan language program can contact the ECLP Team at ec.languages@education.vic.gov.au for 
more information about how to access this service. The Department will fully cover the costs 
associated with this service.  

Please note that if the Auslan language teacher is Deaf or hard of hearing, they are not required to 
meet the language teacher qualification requirements.  

For further guidance on how to deliver an Auslan language program as part of the ECLP, visit: 
www.vic.gov.au/early-childhood-language-program.  

 

Language sessions and Educator to Child Ratio requirements  

Each kindergarten is provided a different number of language sessions and therefore, different 
amounts of funding. Language sessions are allocated to kindergartens based on the number of 
groups and children enrolled in their four-year-old kindergarten program.  

These sessions determine how many hours a language teacher should be employed each week 
and how their language program should operate.  

 

 

 

 

mailto:ec.languages@education.vic.gov.au
https://www.vic.gov.au/early-childhood-language-program
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ECLP Stream For every one language session 

Learn 
Languages  

The kindergarten must employ their language teacher for 4.5 hours a week.  

The language teacher must use this time as follows: 

• 3 hours to deliver the language program to the children 

• 1.5 hours of non-contact time to co-plan, develop resources and undertake 
professional learning.  

The language teacher must be considered above-ratio for this entire time.  

Bilingual 
Kindergarten  

The kindergarten must employ their language teacher for 18 hours a week.  

The language teacher must use this time as follows: 

• 12 hours to deliver the language program to the children 

• 6 hours of non-contact time to co-plan, develop resources and undertake 
professional learning. 

The language teacher must be considered above-ratio for this entire time. 

In-Ratio trial 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The language teacher must: 

• deliver the language program for 3 hours each week to the children. During this time, 
the language teacher must be in-ratio 

• be provided with 1.5 hours of non-contact time to co-plan, develop resources and 
undertake professional learning. During this time, the language teacher must be 
considered above-ratio.  

To ensure the language teacher is working above ratio during their non-contact time, 
kindergartens could: 

• employ the language teacher for additional hours on top of what they already work 

• employ a different staff member for additional hours to backfill the language teacher 

• hire a casual relief teacher for 6 hours once a month to backfill the language teacher. 

In addition to the above, the Department also provides funding to cover the salary cost 
of the language teacher for an additional 25 hours of non-contact time. This is for the 
language teacher to undertake the mandatory online early childhood language 
methodology course (approx. 15 hours to complete) and to work with a Quality Support 
Program mentor for 10 hours. 

 

Delivering a quality program 

The ECLP must be delivered as part of a kindergarten’s educational program and practice and will 
be considered in regular service monitoring and the Assessment and Rating process conducted by 
the Department’s Quality Assessment and Regulation Division. 

A quality language program should be tailored to the developmental needs, interests, and 
experiences of each child. Language teachers should actively seek feedback on learning 
experiences and adjust learning models where it is appropriate.  
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Applying the Victorian Early Years Learning and Development Framework 

The Victorian Early Years Learning and Development Framework (VEYLDF) is the approved 
learning and development framework for early childhood services in receipt of kindergarten funding 
in Victoria. Just like the regular kindergarten program, the ECLP must be delivered in line with the 
VEYLDF.  

The VEYLDF sets out principles for practice and an approach to early childhood learning. For the 
ECLP, elements such as play, child agency, and responsive teaching should feature in the same 
way that they do in all early childhood programs.  

Further information about the VEYLDF can be found on the Department’s website: 
www.education.vic.gov.au/childhood/professionals/learning/Pages/veyldf.aspx 

Teachers and educators should design the ECLP to reflect the context of their kindergarten and to 
incorporate learning experiences that arise from respectful and responsive interactions with 
children as well as collaboration between kindergarten staff, families, and the wider community. 
The language should be woven into everyday learning experiences and incorporate children’s 
interests, thereby giving children a wide range of opportunities to experience the language 
purposefully and in context. 

 

Withdrawing from the Early Childhood Language Program  

An Approved Provider can withdraw their kindergarten from the ECLP at any time for any reason 
by notifying the Department in writing. If a kindergarten withdraws, the Department will recoup any 
remaining ECLP funding they hold. The Approved Provider will have a 30-day cooling-off period 
from the date they notify the Department if they decide to rescind their decision to withdraw from 
the ECLP. After this time, their place in the ECLP may be offered to another kindergarten.  

 

Funding for the Early Childhood Language Program 

 

Annual program funding 

The Department provides annual program funding to Approved Providers each financial year to 
support kindergartens to deliver the ECLP. 

The amount provided depends on which stream the funded kindergarten is part of and how many 
Language Sessions they receive, as outlined in their ECLP funding agreement. A majority of 
funding will be used to cover the salary of the language teacher.  

At the beginning of each financial year, Approved Providers and kindergarten payroll staff should 
calculate the amount they will pay their language teacher to determine if there will be any 
difference between what the Department provides and what they will pay their language teacher.  

As an example: 

The Department provides Apples Learning Centre with $12,000 a year to deliver the ECLP. Apples 
Learning Centre employs a language teacher that holds a Diploma of Early Childhood, and the 

salary of this language teacher (including on-costs) to deliver the ECLP for an entire year is 
$10,500. This means the kindergarten will have an underspend of $1,500 and must determine how 

they can use this remaining funding to reinvest in the ECLP. 

If a kindergarten does not know how much funding they receive each financial year, please confirm 
the amount with the Approved Provider or the ECLP Team at ec.languages@education.vic.gov.au.  

 

 

file:///C:/Users/10275134/Desktop/education.vic.gov.au/childhood/professionals/learning/Pages/veyldf.aspx
mailto:ec.languages@education.vic.gov.au
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Annual program funding underspend 

Where an Approved Provider calculates that they will incur an underspend, they do not need to 
seek permission from the Department to reinvest this in their language program. 

Some suggested ways to reinvest the remaining funding include: 

• employing the language teacher for additional hours to deliver the ECLP  

• providing the language teacher with additional paid non-contact planning time  

• providing the language teacher with funding to purchase resources for class activities (e.g. 
cooking classes, dance lessons, games, books, equipment), or to support parent engagement 
in the ECLP (e.g. a cultural day) 

• supporting the language teacher to attend relevant language learning professional learning 
(including paid time release) deemed relevant by the kindergarten or the Approved Provider, 
noting that any professional learning not provided by DET will not be associated with the Early 
Childhood Language Program. 

Any annual program funding that is not used by 30 June each year and is reported in the end of 
financial year acquittal must be returned to the Department.  

 

Once-off $1,000 Resource Allowance 

In addition to the annual program funding, each kindergarten receives a once-off $1,000 Resource 
Allowance when they first join the ECLP. The Resource Allowance can be used to purchase 
learning and teaching resources, materials, or experiences for kindergartens to use to support the 
delivery of the ECLP. This funding does not need to be used by a set date. 

 

Once-off $500 Parent Engagement Allowance  

In addition to the annual program funding, each kindergarten receives a once-off $500 Parent 
Engagement Allowance when they first join the ECLP. This funding does not need to be used by a 
set date. Kindergartens can use this allowance in any way that best supports parent engagement 
in the program. This might include: 

• building on the existing parent information sheet (see the final page of this guide) and 
developing a language information sheet or pack for families 

• hosting a cultural day and inviting families to attend 

• distributing or loaning resources (e.g. books, toys and games, etc.) in language for families to 
use at home 

• creating newsletters with language updates 

• hosting an information night for the ECLP with opportunities for families to get involved and 
learn alongside children. 

 

Language teacher salary supplement 

If at any time a kindergarten employs a language teacher at a salary level higher than the amount 
provided by the Department, an application can be made for a salary supplement to cover the 
higher salary costs.  

These applications are considered by the Department on a case-by-case basis and evidence to 
support the application is required such as the enterprise agreement or award they are employed 
under, their salary level and a copy of their employment contract. 
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Language teacher travel supplement 

Where a language teacher is required to travel between multiple kindergartens to deliver the 
ECLP, an application can be made to the Department for a travel supplement. 

Please note that travel from home to the kindergarten and/or travel from the kindergarten to home 
are not included in the travel supplement. 

 

Parental leave allowance 

Approved Providers that make a parental leave entitlement payment to language teachers 
employed to deliver the ECLP can apply to the Department for reimbursement of the parental 
leave payment. Approved Providers can claim reimbursement for up to 16 weeks paid parental and 
adoption leave, and up to one-week paid partner leave. The allowance is calculated on the number 
of hours the language teacher delivers the language program each week in an above ratio 
capacity.  

Approved Providers and language teachers are advised to examine the full provisions relating to 
parental leave in the relevant agreements and awards to check that eligibility for parental leave is 
verified and that language teachers are paid the correct amount. 

Kindergartens operated by non-government schools are not eligible for the parental leave 
allowance. 

In addition to parental leave provided by the Department, paid parental leave may be offered by 
the Commonwealth Government. Visit www.australia.gov.au for more information. 

 

End of financial year acquittal  

Approved Providers are required to complete an end of financial year acquittal each year to report 
on the funding they have received from the Department. The Department will provide advice to all 
Approved Providers and their kindergartens in early July each year with instructions on how to 
undertake this.  

 

Record keeping 

Kindergartens must keep accurate records of all receipts and tax invoices for purchases made in 
relation to the ECLP, including resources, materials or experiences purchased with the funding 
provided by the Department. If requested, kindergartens must provide access to, and copies of, the 
records at any time to the Department (or any third-party authorised by the Department). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.australia.gov.au/
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Delivering the Early Childhood Language 
Program 
 

Learning ‘in’ another language 

The ECLP centres on children learning ‘in’ another language as opposed to learning ‘a’ language. 
Learning ‘in’ a language integrates the new language into the children’s experiences and routines. 
Exposure to language content and vocabulary occurs in meaningful ways and in context through 
these rich and complex experiences. It also occurs at the same time as wider learning1. 

The table below provides an example: 

Learning ‘a’ language Learning ‘in’ a language 

During a group session, children are taught 
French vocabulary for the names of fruit, for 
example, “la fraise” (strawberry), “la pomme” 
(apple), “la poire” (pear). 

The language teacher carries a platter 

offering fruit, asking each child “est-ce que tu 
veux manger la fraise, la pomme ou la poire?” 
(Do you want to eat a strawberry, apple or 
pear?) 

 

Language teachers should embed the ECLP in everyday learning and routines, for example 
welcoming during arrivals and goodbyes at departure times, toileting times, transitions, snacks and 
eating. These moments will provide an opportunity to nurture understanding in the other language. 

 

Guiding concepts for language learning in early childhood  

The table below outlines seven guiding concepts to assist in the planning, development and 
delivery of the ECLP. These concepts are appropriate for both spoken languages and Auslan.  

The seven guiding concepts draw upon best practice principles and research in early childhood 
language learning and are tailored to the needs of young children in kindergarten2. 
 

 Guiding Concepts Reflective Questions 

Frequency matters Children learn what they hear and see most 

Programs should focus on language children can engage with, respond to and 
use in the preschool context.  
 

Some reflective questions to consider are: 

• Have I identified key phrases that can be used regularly as part of daily 
routines? 

• Have I planned for children to have multiple opportunities to hear, see and 
engage with key language?  

• Can I use resources in a range of different ways to increase frequency of 
engagement with key language? 

 
1 Lo Bianco, J., Nicolas, E., Hannan, S., 2019, Bilingual Education and Second Language Acquisition in Early Childhood Education: Synthesis of Best Evidence from Research and 

Practice, commissioned by the Victorian Department of Education and Training, unpublished. 

2 Haruka Konishi, Junko Kanero, Max R. Freeman, Roberta Michnick Golinkoff & Kathy Hirsh-Pasek 2014, ‘Six Principles of Language Development: Implications for Second 

Language Learners’, Developmental Neuropsychology, vol. 39, no. 5, pp. 404-420, DOI: 10.1080/87565641.2014.931961. 
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Link to interests Children learn words, Auslan signs and phrases for things and events that 
interest them 

Language learning is enhanced when we draw on children’s interests. 
 

Some reflective questions to consider are: 

• Am I observing and responding to children’s interests as I plan experiences? 

• Am I identifying opportunities to connect language learning with children’s 
interests? 

Keep it interactive Interactive and responsive contexts promote language learning 

Opportunities for interaction, including conversation, actions, gestures and 
appropriate resourcing, are more conducive to language learning. 
 

Some reflective questions to consider are: 

• Am I looking for opportunities to maximise interaction?  

• Is the key language I am using and modelling facilitating interaction? 

• Are the resources I am using encouraging interaction? For example, puppets, 
repetitive stories which encourage children to participate in co-reading the 
story, setting up play spaces which encourage interaction and use of target 
language. 

Make meaning clear Children learn words, Auslan signs and phrases best in meaningful 
contexts 

Children make stronger connections with language when they can engage with it 
in a meaningful way. Consideration needs to be given to the choices of language 
across various early childhood spaces.   
 

Some reflective questions to consider are: 

• Is the meaning of the language I use clear to children?  

• Can I support clear understanding with the use of visuals, gestures, 
intonation, context, props and other resources? (And avoid the need for 
translation.) 

Diversity of input Children need rich input 

Diversity in linguistic input fosters rich language outcomes. This includes 
exposing children to a range of vocabulary, Auslan signs and language 
structures. 
 

Some reflective questions to consider are: 

• Do I expose children to a range of vocabulary, Auslan signs and language 
structures through my interactions with children? 

• Do I use a range of resources to provide multiple opportunities for language 
input? (Including multi-modal resources, e.g. text, audio and images, etc.) 

More than words Vocabulary and grammatical development support each other reciprocally  

Children rarely learn new words and Auslan signs and their meanings in 
isolation. Children use linguistic cues such as sentence context and visual input, 
among other variables, to inform their understanding of possible meanings for 
new words. Neither vocabulary, Auslan signs nor grammar should be taught in 
isolation. 
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Some reflective questions to consider are: 

• Do I provide children with opportunities to engage with a variety of phrases in 
the target language? 

• Do the resources I use include opportunities for more than word/sign-level 
only input? (i.e. Not just single words or Auslan signs but stories, songs etc. 
which provide rich contextual information and language structures.) 

Language and 
culture are 
intertwined 

Language and culture are interconnected and need to be understood in 
relation to each other 

The culture we are living in influences the ways we say and do things. As we 
engage with other languages and cultures we also begin to understand more of 
our own language and culture. Neither can be understood in isolation of each 
other. 

 

Some reflective questions to consider are: 

• How am I representing culture in my program? 

• Am I moving beyond culture as a 'body of knowledge' and embedding 
perspectives that recognise culture as the way in which people live their lives 
and communicate meaning with each other? 

• How am I helping children understand themselves in relation to their own 
cultures and to other cultures? 

 

 

Promising practices for language learning 

The Department has identified a number of promising practices to use in language programs and 
build on children’s interests. These are outlined in the section below. 

 

Language program – planning and delivery 

Learning in another language in kindergarten offers unique opportunities for children. The play-
based pedagogy of early childhood can be an effective way to support language learning because 
it can create a space where language is used for genuine two-way communication. The ECLP 
should actively use play to expose children to the language. 

The use of worksheets and formal written activities are not consistent with a play-based approach 
to early childhood education. While ‘group times’ including all children are a useful component of 
an early years language program for activities such as songs and stories, it is recommended that 
these make up a small proportion of the ECLP. 

Small group activities and routines should feature in program delivery for experiences such as 
games, cooking or project work. Play should be the primary focus, with the highest allocation of 
language teacher or educator time utilised to support and guide children’s learning at these times 
(see Figure 1 on the next page). 
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Figure 1 An approximate guide to planning the program and how to use the time of the teacher or educator with language skills. 
 

High quality language programs implement learning approaches where bilingual educators 
combine adult-led learning, child-directed play and guided-play, while supporting children’s 
language learning. This approach is defined further in the VEYLDF in the Practice Principle 
Integrated Teaching and Learning Approaches. For further information and resources see 
www.education.vic.gov.au/childhood/professionals/learning/Pages/veyldfproflearn.aspx  

It is important to note however that not all children will engage with the ECLP in the same way. 
Promoting children’s agency means respecting when children wish to participate in language 
learning and when they choose other experiences. There may be days when a child does not 
engage with the program at all. This is completely acceptable and language teachers should not 
expect to teach all children the same content in the same session. The language used should be 
responsive to children’s interests and relate to the play the children are engaged in3. 

 

Language immersion 

Language immersion means learning a new language in the most natural way possible. The ECLP 
seeks to provide children with ‘need to communicate’ situations in everyday life settings. The key 
role of language teachers and educators in the Program is to communicate with children as much 
as possible in the new language and to support children to understand what they are talking about. 
The next step is to provide opportunities for children to respond, show they comprehend and to 
start to speak themselves. The closer these interactions are to natural communication, the more 
effective they are for language learning.  

The table below provides an example: 

Language immersion 

In a Greek Easter egg painting experience, children ask for their egg using Greek language 
before they start painting it. This creates a natural language interaction between educators and 
children and increases children’s motivation to understand the language. 

 

 
3
 This is particularly important for multilingual children who are currently in the process of learning English. For these children, it is important to support and encourage use of their home language. 

Supporting home language use can contribute to building a child’s self-esteem because it demonstrates the value of their language. The Department has produced a number of posters to encourage 
parents to communicate with their children in the language they know best. More information can be found at vic.gov.au/speak-your-child-language-you-know-best  

Whole groups 

Small groups 

Play 

Keep whole group time with all children short. Use this time 
for experiences such as songs and stories that lead into play. 

Use an increased amount of time on small group encounters 
to build meaningful shared sustained interactions with 

children. For example, cooking, games and scripted routine. 

Spend the most time on child initiated and teacher/educator 
supported play that responds to children’s interests and 

creates incidental interactions. 

file:///C:/Users/10275134/Desktop/education.vic.gov.au/childhood/professionals/learning/Pages/veyldfproflearn.aspx
https://www.vic.gov.au/speak-your-child-language-you-know-best
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Teachers and educators are encouraged to use English as little as possible when delivering the 
Program and communicate transitions as well as routines through the language being learnt to 
greatly increase language exposure. Routines and transitions that can be communicated in the 
language include arrival and departure, lunch and snack times and packing up. Images and written 
signs around the kindergarten can be written in both English and the language to help create a 
bilingual visual environment. 

Encouraging other staff in the kindergarten to learn the new language can help to embed the 
language across the ECLP, particularly at times when the language teacher or educator is not 
present. Where multiple educators in the kindergarten speak the language, speaking the language 
to each other and to the children will model language use and introduce new vocabulary to 
children. 

 

Linguistic resources 

Resources such as songs, books, and props can be used by language teachers and educators to 
support language immersion and deliver high-quality language programs. 

Songs can be a strong feature of the language. Songs with accompanying actions and gestures 
can be useful, especially when the actions can be used in other contexts. Ideally songs used in the 
language will contain simple language and are easy to remember. Songs can be developed 
especially for the program if needed, for example translating an English song such as ‘Heads, 
Shoulders, Knees and Toes’. 

Teachers and educators can build on the structure and vocabulary of songs to extend into other 
contexts. Reusing language elements learnt in songs in different environments can reinforce initial 
memorisation for children and extend learning. 

A collection of high-quality story books in the language you are delivering can be used during 
group times. Books should be carefully chosen to reflect the children and their interests and be 
engaging and age appropriate. 

Props support children’s comprehension in both planned and spontaneous interactions. Props 
such as felt sets, clothes and instruments can be specially created, assembled, or pre-purchased. 

 

Games 

Games can be used as intentional learning opportunities to introduce and reinforce words or 
phrases. Examples include memory and attention games such as: What is Missing? (scaffolding 
participation and memory), the Nose Game (focusing attention and recognising who is looking at 
whom), vocabulary games such as Duck, Duck, Goose, Simon Says, or completing a puzzle in 
small or large groups. 

 

Dedicated language spaces 

To assist language immersion, kindergartens can use their allocated resource funding to create a 
designated language area(s). These areas can provide resources associated with the ECLP such 
as books, board games and props for role play and imaginative play. Documentation and displays 
can include reminders of experiences that reflect the ECLP, for example, drawings with words 
written in the language. 

 

Cultural experiences 

Cultural events and celebrations can be used as part of the program to provide contexts for 
language use and for cultural learning. They can also be used to create links between the ECLP, 
families and the wider community. Cultural experiences can include celebrating festivals 
acknowledging musical traditions, engaging in traditional dance and exploring costumes, art and 
cooking. The allocated resource funding may also support these cultural experiences. 
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Repetition 

Repetition is an intentional teaching strategy that can help to revisit parts of language and reinforce 
meaning. Regular repetition of words and phrases is important and can be built into the ECLP 
naturally when opportunities arise. Teachers and educators can repeat the same experiences in a 
different order, as well as reusing the same language in different contexts to extend learning. 

 

Scripted routines 

A scripted routine4 is an instruction or cue to a child that highlights an expected response. Scripted 
routines can be used in everyday interactions to provide an opportunity to learn a phrase 
embedded in context. 

The table below provides an example: 

Scripted routine 

A kindergarten group learning in Italian is going outside to play. Teachers hand out hats to the 
children and use this an opportunity to elicit a standard response from the children: 

Teacher: Di chi è questo capello? (Whose hat is this?) 

Child: Mio (Mine) 

Another way of giving children a structure to learn new vocabulary is to repeat the same sentence 
with different words. For example, the lyrics of the children’s song The Wheels on the Bus has two 
words in the sentence that can be replaced with different words. 

The first verse is ‘The wheels on the bus go round and round’. The next verses swap in pairs of 
words, for example ‘The people on the bus go up and down’. 

The circle game ‘I went to the market and bought…’ is a memory game that uses a repeated 
sentence with words that change. 

 

Interactions – from incidental to emergent 

When language teachers and educators interact with children outside of planned whole group or 
small group sessions, this creates incidental interactions that are natural and build language 
understanding. These can be adult-initiated or child-initiated. They could include interaction around 
self-help activities. 

Emergent interactions can be flexibly incorporated into the program to align with the broader early 
years program and with experiences taking place outside the times allocated for language 
learning. These experiences can emerge from the interactions and collaboration of language 
teachers with other educators, the children, and families. 

 

Engaging families 

It is important that families are aware that your kindergarten is delivering the ECLP as well as 
understand language learning benefits. Families that are enrolling their children in kindergarten 
may not be familiar with the ECLP, and all families should receive regular updates about how the 
ECLP is progressing. 

It is also useful to encourage parent and carer participation. Engaging families can be especially 
beneficial if parents and carers also speak the language being learnt. Signage around the 
kindergarten and communication with parents could be translated to create an immersive language 
learning environment. Sharing songs or vocabulary learnt in the kindergarten with families can help 

 
4 Hannan, S. 2016, ‘My Italian kindergarten: an investigation of preschool language teaching’, PhD thesis, University of Melbourne, Melbourne. 
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support their child’s language learning at home. This can be done verbally at drop off and pick up 
times, or through other media such as photos or videos. 

This guide includes a Parent information sheet – sample template that kindergartens can 
customise and share with families to give them relevant information about the ECLP and how they 
can support their child’s language learning (see the last page of this guide). 

The Department has translated the Parent information sheet into ten commonly spoken languages 
of families in the ECLP. Translated materials are available here www.vic.gov.au/early-childhood-
language-program#translated-parent-information  

 

Working and planning with other professionals 

Good program planning, support from other educators and engagement with professional learning 
will support the implementation of the ECLP. 

Planning for the ECLP should consider the current knowledge, strengths, ideas, culture, abilities, 
and interests of each child. To support continuity in the kindergarten program and in language 
learning, language teachers should plan collaboratively with non-language teaching kindergarten 
staff. Existing kindergarten staff are encouraged to share their ideas, resources, and experiences 
with the language teachers and educators delivering the ECLP. 

As part of supporting program delivery, kindergartens must allocate regular planning sessions for 
all staff members who will be present while the language teacher or educator is delivering the 
ECLP. Some suggested ideas for collaborative activities include: 

• Engaging all staff in the ECLP to support the language teacher or educator. 

• Supporting other teachers and educators to learn the new language (at the same time as the 
children), so they can use the language in conversation while the language teacher or educator 
is not there. For example, saying ‘hailō’ and ‘alavidā’ (‘hello’ and ‘goodbye’ in Punjabi). 

• Preparing for the language teacher visit by writing down questions to ask them. For example, 
after children find a caterpillar in the garden, writing a note to the language teacher to ask what 
the word for caterpillar is and to describe the butterfly life cycle. 

• Informal catchups (e.g., before or after sessions) and communication via email or text, in 
addition to more formal planning sessions.  

• Engaging in the professional learning supports provided through the Quality Support Program.  

file:///C:/Users/10275134/Desktop/vic.gov.au/early-childhood-language-program%23translated-parent-information
file:///C:/Users/10275134/Desktop/vic.gov.au/early-childhood-language-program%23translated-parent-information
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Supports and resources 
 
 

The Department provides a wide range of professional learning and resources free of charge to 
support kindergartens deliver the ECLP. These supports and resources are intended to provide 
kindergartens with a common understanding of appropriate language teaching methodology and 
pedagogical practices specific for the children in the ECLP, and how to plan and deliver the ECLP 
aligned with the VEYLDF.  

 

Online early childhood teaching methodology course  

The Department has contracted The University of Melbourne to deliver the online early childhood 
teaching methodology course. This self-paced course is mandatory for all language teachers 
delivering the ECLP and must be completed within two terms of their commencement date. It can 
take up to 15 hours to complete. The course must be completed within two terms of the language 
teacher commencing in the role. 

The Department will enrol new language teachers in this course once a kindergarten advises they 
have recruited a new language teacher.  

The course is to be undertaken by the language teacher with the support of a mentor that is 
allocated to them through the Quality Support Program. The course provides language teachers 
with: 

• an understanding of how to plan and deliver the ECLP aligned with the VEYLDF    

• tools and strategies to plan and deliver a high-quality language program 

• a common understanding of appropriate second language teaching and learning methodology 
and practices that are specific to children attending a kindergarten in the year before school. 

 

Quality Support Program 

The Department has contracted fka Children’s Services (fkaCS) in partnership with Semann & 
Slattery and Associates to provide ongoing professional learning, networking, and mentoring 
opportunities through the delivery of the Quality Support Program (QSP). Supports include:  

 

Termly eNewsletters: Sent to all language teachers, kindergarten teachers and service 
directors/nominated supervisors at the start of each term, the eNewsletter provides: 

• information and key dates for professional learning and networking opportunities 

• information relating to the progress of the ECLP 

• tips, ideas and tools to support you to deliver the ECLP. 

 

ECLP Annual Forum: Each year a one-day event is held to bring together all language teacher, 
kindergarten teachers, service directors/nominated supervisors and other educators involved in 
delivering the ECLP. The day involves international and domestic keynote speakers, a discussion 
panel with language and early childhood experts and practical workshops. 

 

Termly networking meetings: Each term, around 10 network meetings are held, offering 
language teachers a chance to meet and network with fellow language teachers. Some of these 
networks are language or location specific and others are topic/theme specific.  

 

Webinars and videos: A series of online webinars and videos share the latest research, 
showcase exemplary language teaching practice, and discuss topics relevant to the ECLP. 
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Online Community of Practice: An online platform has been designed for language teachers and 
kindergarten teachers delivering the ECLP to: 

• network with language teachers delivering the same language or with teachers working in a 
nearby kindergarten  

• work with a mentor to test ideas and ask questions about the best way to deliver the ECLP 

• share ideas, questions and reflections via the discussion board  

• access learning modules and a library of articles, guides, resources and templates.  
 

Mentoring: Each kindergarten receives access to a dedicated mentor to support the delivery of a 
high-quality language program. This is particularly of benefit to kindergartens who first join the 
ECLP and want to know how to get started. The mentors are highly experienced early childhood 
professionals and/or language learning experts. The role of the mentor is to work with the 
language teacher (and kindergarten teacher where appropriate) to further develop language 
teaching practice and further improve the engagement of children in the ECLP. Mentoring support 
is individually tailored and customised to meet the needs of each kindergarten.  
 

Language teacher resource pack: Each kindergarten will be provided a pack valued at over 
$1,500. It includes resources in your kindergarten’s chosen language and  practice notes to help 
language teachers and educators get the most out of their resources.  
 

fkaCS Multicultural Resource Centre: Each kindergarten receives a free membership to this 
library where they can borrow age appropriate and language specific books, toys, games, musical 
instruments and other types of play resources. View the online catalogue at library.fka.com.au  
 

Contact details: Kindergartens will be contacted shortly after they first join the ECLP. For any 
questions that relate to the Quality Support Program email: eclpsupport@fka.org.au  

 

Juice Bar 

Juice Bar is resource package has been designed for preschool children learning in another 
language and is based on a story called Juice Bar.  

The Juice Bar resource is available in the following languages that are represented in the ECLP: 
Arabic, Auslan, Chin Hakha, Chinese, French, German, Greek, Hebrew, Hindi, Italian, Indonesian, 
Japanese, Karen, Punjabi, Spanish and Vietnamese. 

Kindergartens delivering these languages will receive a hardcopy of the Juice Bar resource 
package. Each package contains a storybook as well as posters and image cards that can be used 
to support further engagement with the language through games, art, storytelling and role-play. A 
Teacher Resource Guide is also included, with practice suggestions to inspire use of the materials 
in a range of ways which respond to the interests of children and support language learning. 

An animated video of the Juice Bar story is available on the Department’s FUSE website at: 
fuse.education.vic.gov.au/pages/Juice-Bar. There are also additional multi-media and printable 
resources available on this site to complement the hardcopy package you will receive. 

 

Deaf Awareness Training  

The Department has contracted Expression Australia to develop Deaf Awareness Training for 
kindergartens that employ a Deaf language teacher. The training provides a comprehensive 
overview of deaf community history, culture, behaviours, and customs. It also includes what 
access and supports are available for deaf people, tips for a successful Auslan language program, 
understanding Auslan language and working with Auslan interpreters. 

https://library.fka.com.au/
mailto:eclpsupport@fka.org.au
https://fuse.education.vic.gov.au/pages/Juice-Bar
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To access the training, visit 
https://fuse.education.vic.gov.au/Resource/LandingPage?ObjectId=2209f383-8792-4d08-9462-
c102a132ca18&SearchScope=All  

 

Languages and Multicultural Education Resource Centre 

The Languages and Multicultural Education Resource Centre (LMERC) is a division within the 
Department that provides a specialised library for educators across all sectors and for all age 
groups, based in Carlton. Membership to the library is free and resources are available to be 
borrowed for up to 12 weeks. The LMERC library holds a variety of materials suitable for the early 
years, including teacher reference materials and practical teaching resources for language 
teaching. 

The physical collection also includes monolingual and bilingual board books, picture books, folktale 
and nursery rhyme kits (including puppets, picture books, games and ideas for teachers), story 
card sets and resources such as musical instruments, games, clothes, decorations, food sets and 
puppets from cultures around the world.  

A newsletter is produced once per term with information about new languages, English as an 
Additional Language (EAL) and culturally diverse resources at LMERC and online, professional 
learning opportunities and events. Email lmerc.library@edumail.vic.gov.au to subscribe. 

To view the online catalogue or contact LMERC, visit 
www.education.vic.gov.au/school/teachers/teachingresources/multicultural/Pages/lmerc.aspx 

 

Suppliers of language resources 

Abbey's Bookshop – Language Book Centre   Asia Bookroom 

Location: 

 

Phone: 

Website: 

Email:  

About:  

Level 1/131 York Street 

Sydney NSW 2000 

02 9264 3111 

www.abbeys.com.au 
language@abbeys.com.au 

• Children’s books in foreign 
languages, Aboriginal 
languages and Auslan. 

• Cultural and language 
teaching resources.  

 Location: 

 

Phone: 

Website: 

Email:  

About: 

Unit 2, 1-3 Lawry Place 

Macquarie ACT 2614 

02 6251 5191 

www.asiabookroom.com 
Books@AsiaBookroom.com 

• Children’s books and resources in 
English and Asian languages 

 

Auslan Hub  Bilby Publishing and Consulting  

Location: 

Website: 

Email:  

About:  

Online only 

auslanhub.com.au 
sales@auslanhub.com.au 

• Auslan resources for children 

• Auslan language teacher 
professional learning   

 Location: 

 

Phone: 

Website: 

Email:  

About: 

452 Wyndham Lane 

KANOONA NSW 2550 

1800 245 297 

www.bilby.net 

Bilby Publishing info@bookery.com.au 

• Auslan resources for children 

• Children’s educational games 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://fuse.education.vic.gov.au/Resource/LandingPage?ObjectId=2209f383-8792-4d08-9462-c102a132ca18&SearchScope=All
https://fuse.education.vic.gov.au/Resource/LandingPage?ObjectId=2209f383-8792-4d08-9462-c102a132ca18&SearchScope=All
mailto:lmerc.library@edumail.vic.gov.au
https://www.education.vic.gov.au/school/teachers/teachingresources/multicultural/Pages/lmerc.aspx
https://www.abbeys.com.au/abbeys/home.do
mailto:language@abbeys.com.au
https://www.asiabookroom.com/
mailto:Books@AsiaBookroom.com
https://auslanhub.com.au/
mailto:sales@auslanhub.com.au
http://www.bilby.net/
mailto:Bilby%20Publishing
mailto:info@bookery.com.au
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Bookery  Child’s Play 

Location: 

 

Phone: 

Website: 

Email:  

About:  

9 Victoria Street 

Fitzroy VIC 3065 

03 8417 9500 

www.bookery.com.au 
info@bookery.com.au 

• Language teaching resources  

 Location: 

 

Phone: 

Website: 

About: 

Unit 10, 20 Narabang Way 

Belrose NSW 2085 

02 9450 2050 

www.childsplay.com.au 

• Children’s books in foreign 
languages 

 

China Books  Ciao Italia Bookshop 

Location: 

 

Phone: 

Website: 

Email:  

About:  

2nd Floor, 234 Swanson Street 

Melbourne VIC 3000 

03 9663 8822 

www.chinabooks.com.au 
info@chinabooks.com.au 

• Children’s books and 
resources in Chinese.  

• Cultural and language 
teaching resources.  

 

 Location: 

 

Phone: 

Website: 

Email:  

About: 

Retail store by appointment –  

Contact Allesandra Corbino  

0404 608 202 

www.ciaoitaliabookshop.com.au  

admin@ciaoitaliabookshop.com.au  

• Children’s books and resources in 
Italian.  

• Cultural and language teaching 
resources.  

 

Global Language Books   Koorie Heritage Trust  

Location: 

 

Phone: 

Website: 

Email:  

About: 

Unit 43, 4 Anella Avenue 

Castle Hill NSW 2154 

02 9899 8943 

www.globallanguage.com.au  

info@globallanguage.com.au   

• Bilingual and multicultural 
education material 

• Children’s books, games, 
DVDs and interactive 
resources in a large range of 
languages. 

 Location: 

 

 

 

Phone: 

Website: 

Email:  

About: 

The Yarra Building, Federation Square 

Flinders Street & Swanston Street 

Melbourne VIC 3000 

03 8662 6300 

shop.koorieheritagetrust.com.au 
info@koorieheritagetrust.com   

• Contemporary space featuring 
Aboriginal & Koorie art & artifacts, 
with public programs. 

• Supplier of books relating to 
Aboriginal Australia. 

 

Language International Bookshop  The Language People 

Location: 

 

Phone: 

Website: 

Email:  

About:  

13-15 Station Street 

Kew East VIC 3102 

03 9857 0030 

languageint.com.au  

info@languageint.com.au   

• Bilingual and multicultural 
resources in a large range of 
languages. 

 Location: 

 

Phone: 

Website: 

Email:  

About: 

Shop 1, 474 Upper Edward Street 

Spring Hill QLD 4000 

07 3831 7633 

thelanguagepeople.com.au 

thelanguagepeople.com.au/contact  

• Large range of language learning 
resources, including bilingual 
children’s books and picture 
dictionaries. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.bookery.com.au/
mailto:info@bookery.com.au
http://www.childsplay.com.au/
https://www.chinabooks.com.au/
mailto:info@chinabooks.com.au
https://www.ciaoitaliabookshop.com.au/
mailto:admin@ciaoitaliabookshop.com.au
https://www.globallanguage.com.au/
mailto:info@globallanguage.com.au
https://shop.koorieheritagetrust.com.au/
mailto:info@koorieheritagetrust.com
https://www.languageint.com.au/
mailto:info@languageint.com.au
https://thelanguagepeople.com.au/
https://thelanguagepeople.com.au/contact/
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Modern Teaching Aids  Lost in Books 

Location: 

Phone: 

Website: 

Email:  

About:  

Online only 

1800 251 497 

www.teaching.com.au 
sales@teaching.com.au  

• Large range of multicultural 
and Aboriginal resources  

 Location: 

 

Phone: 

Website: 

Email:  

About: 

Shop 2, 40 Harris Street 

FAIRFIELD NSW 2165 

02 9727 3928 

lostinbooks.com.au 

hello@lostinbooks.com.au 

• Multilingual children’s bookshop 
with a range of education 
resources 

 

 

Readings  Victorian Aboriginal Corporation for Languages 
(VACL) 

Location: 

Phone: 

Website: 

Email:  

About:  

www.readings.com.au/our-shops  

www.readings.com.au/our-shops  

www.readings.com.au 

www.readings.com.au/our-shops 

• Independent retailer of books, 
music and film, with seven 
shops operating in 
Melbourne.  

• Good range of culturally 
diverse picture books and 
fiction. 

 Location: 

 

Phone: 

Website: 

Email:  

About: 

33 Saxon Street 

Brunswick VIC 3056 

03 9600 3811 

vacl.wp10.wiseinternet.net  

info@vaclang.org.au 

• Koorie language resources, 
information about language 
projects and apps. 

 

Yarn Strong Sista 

Location: 

 

Phone: 

Website: 

Email:  

About: 

Unit 2, 88-96 Western Avenue 

Westmeadows VIC 3049 

03 9338 3492 

www.yarnstrongsista.com  

info@yarnstrongsista.com  

• Aboriginal stories, games and 
realia.  

• Support and information for 
educators (Pre-School to 
Post-Secondary) who aim to 
deliver an Indigenous 
inclusive curriculum. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.teaching.com.au/home
mailto:sales@teaching.com.au
https://www.readings.com.au/our-shops
https://www.readings.com.au/our-shops
https://shop.lostinbooks.com.au/?_ga=2.18751034.2030612311.1648170035-62177022.1647916073
mailto:hello@lostinbooks.com.auI
https://www.readings.com.au/our-shops
https://www.readings.com.au/our-shops
https://www.readings.com.au/
https://www.readings.com.au/our-shops
https://vacl.wp10.wiseinternet.net/
mailto:info@vaclang.org.au
https://www.yarnstrongsista.com/
https://www.yarnstrongsista.com/
https://www.yarnstrongsista.com/
mailto:info@yarnstrongsista.com
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Parent information sheet – sample template 

 
Early Childhood Language Program 

Our kindergarten is participating in the Victorian Department of Education and Training’s Early 
Childhood Language Program. 

The Victorian Government has invested $26.2 million over six years (2018-2023) to create a 
program that actively encourages children at kindergarten to learn in another language. The Early 
Childhood Language Program is overseen by the Department of Education and Training and run 
by kindergartens. 

 

Why is learning a language other than English important for my child? 

Education experts have found that there are many benefits to starting to learn additional languages 
at a young age. This includes helping your child to think, explore, problem solve and support their 
pre-reading and pre-writing learning. 

Learning in another language will give your child a richer understanding of how languages work. If 
your child already speaks the language being delivered, it can strengthen their self-esteem and 
cultural identity. 

By encouraging diverse language skills in our kindergartens, Victorians can build stronger local 
communities and prepare children for a more globalised and connected world. 

 

Will learning in another language affect my child’s English language development? 

Learning another language helps your child to improve their overall literacy and understand how 
language in general works. 

If you speak a language other than English at home, it will help your child to develop their 
language skills overall. 

 

How will the program be taught? 

Your child will continue to be encouraged to learn through exploration, problem solving and play in 
another language. 

Children will learn through an intentional teaching approach, promoting understanding through 
actions, engaging them through play, art, music, and stories, and increasing their vocabularies 
along the way. 

Use of the language will be woven into everyday learning and activities, giving children a wide 
range of opportunities to use the language themselves. 

 

How was this language chosen? 

The choice of which language to teach was guided by the interest of our community and 
kindergarten, and we also took into account the availability of qualified language teacher.  

We will provide you with regular updates about the language program and, for those interested, the 
opportunity to use the language at home too. 

For more information about the program, please visit the www.vic.gov.au/early-childhood-
language-program.  

https://www.vic.gov.au/early-childhood-language-program
https://www.vic.gov.au/early-childhood-language-program

